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CAPTER 4 5 C,V 1979
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
AND STATEMENTS (EAs/ESs)

PART 1

GENERAL INFORMATION

4’101. Discussion

a; Thereis a basic premise that anything man does has
an impact upon the environment, and this is particularly true
of a large organization engaged in national defense. For
obvious reasons, it is clearly unrealistic to expect voluminous
statements discossing the environmental impact of every
operatomn of the Department of Defense or +its components.
Nevertheless, it is equally fallacious to assume that any
operation s immume to the provisions of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act (NEPA). Navy programs and projects are
vulnerable to serious delays or curtailment if environmental
impact is not considered and that consideration is not
documented. If environmental impact is adequately assessed
early enough then subsequent design can be guided by
environmental and many other considerations to minimize
adverse environmental impact in relation to all factors
impinging upon program/project decisions. Additionally, such
information can be used in development of the draft and final
environmental statements (ES’s), if it is eventually determined
that filing of these documents with the EPA is required.
Comments on the draft/ final ES’s can then be incorporated into
the program/project’s final design, insofar as practical, and if
applicable, in this manner, the intent of the Congress is met,
adverse environmental impacts are minimized (in balance with
other factors) and the program/project itself is less
vulnerable to costly delays.

Perhaps the single most important point is that
completion o environmental documentation is not an end to
itself, but is intended to be integrated into the decision-
making process for Navy actions. The purposeis tokpresent and
forecast an analysis of environmental impacts and their reason-
able alternatives. .By doing this and by having the necessary
documents available to the decisionmaker at the earliest
possible point in the action’s decision process, the intent of
NEPA and the legal interpretation of the adequacy of the impact
documentation have been significantly enhanced.
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b. The National Environmental Policy Act (NPA) esab-
lishes as Federal policy the use of:

"All practicable means and measures...to foster
and promote the general welfare, (and) to create
and maintain conditions under which man and nature
can exist in productive harmony..."

To this end, NEPA further states:

"...to the fullest extent possible...all agencie
of the Federal Government shall utilize a syste-
matic interdisciplinary approach which will
insure the integrated use of the natural and
social sciences of the environmental design arts
in planning and in decision making which may have
an impact on man’s environment...(and shall)
include in every recommendation or report on
proposals for legislation and other major Federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of the

human environment, a detailed statement by the
responsible official on...(1) the engironmental

impact of the proposed action..."

In implementing NEPA, the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) states:

The EPA process ’is intended to help Fublic
officials make decisions that are based on
understanding of environmental consequences,-
and take actions that protect, restore and enhance
the environment."

Consequently, the Navy cannot commence work on major projects
and programs having a significant impact on the quality of the

human environment until the public has had at least ninety days
to examine both draft and final statements...and if the final
ES follows the draft by more than sixty days, the review time

is extended (by thirty days) as well. This requirement does
not apply to continuing actions even though’an environmental
satement is being submitted for the first time-or is being

revised. In addition, a waiver from the ;eview process may be

obtained from the CEQ when emergency circumstances warrant.
This latter course of action is to be considered rare, and can
only be obtained by-thesubmission of a request to CNO (Op-45).

Finally, it must be pointed out that the ultimate
arbiter of the adequacy of any environmental assessment (EA)

or statement rests with the courts. Hence, all documents
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are vulnerable in this regard. Implementationof the statement
process for various "actions" is also occasionally influenced
by strategic, budgeting, security classification or congres-
sional interests and decisions. These influences no,withstand,
ing, all echelons of command must continuously strive for early
consideration (and documeitation) of environmental "considera-
tionS" so that the naval mission is-not s6verely delayed or
impaired.

" o. Applicability Of NEPA to Federal Agencies." The
requirements of this chapter apply to any action affecting the
environment inside the United tates, its ter@Itories and
possessions. By Executive Order .12114 of January 4, 1979, and
DoD Directive 6050.7 the Navy,.proposing to take major Federal
actions having significant effects on the environment outside
the geographical borders Of the United States, and its terri-
tories and possessions, must take environmental considerations
into account when making decisions which have extraterritorial
application. Procedures to be followed when a proposed Navy
action affects the environment of the global commons outside
the jurisdicion of any nation (e.g.,. the oceans or Antarc-
tica); or a foreign nation are in Appendix I.

d. Definitions. Basic definitions pertinent to the
Navy Environmental Protection Program are included in the. CEQ
Regulations at Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),
Part 1508 (40 CFR 1508), Appendix I. However, the. following
definitions are cited in this part due to the importance of
understanding the procedures involved in the preparation and
processing of environmental assessments and statements.

(I) Action. An action could include, but is not
limited to, the following:

(a) rcommendations or reports relating to
legislation, including those for appropriations.

(b) urgent and special projects that donot
require appropriations approval through the budget process.

(c) establishment or modifications of policies,
regulations, instructions, manuals or major policy statements.

(2) Categorical exemptions (exclusion). A category
of actions which do not individually or comulatively have a
significant effect on the human environment and which have been
found to have no such effect in procedures adopted by a Federal
agency in implementation of the regulations and for which,





herefore, neither" an environmental assessment nor an
envirmnmental statement is required.

(3) Preliminary environmental assessment. A prelim-
inary environmental assessment (PEA) is an initial evaluation
of the impact cf an action on the environment generally using
the procedures described in Parts 2and 8. PEAs shall be
performed for all actions having the potential for environmen-
tal impact. In-this sense "having the potential" may usually
be interpreted as a proposal for alteration, no matter how
sli@ht, of a natural system (in its existing condition) and/or
the effect of an introduced presence on the natural-system.

"(4) Environmental assessment. An environmental
assessment (EA)

(ai means a concise public document for which
the Nvy is responsible which serves to:

(i) briefly provide sufficient evidence
and analsis for determining whether to prepare an environmen-
tal statement or a finding of no significant impact.

(ii) aid theNavy’s compliance with NE?A.
when no environmental statement is. necessary.

(iii) facilitate preparation of a statement
when one is necessary, i.e., when the contemplated action is
considered to have a potential for significant environmental
impact, environmental controversy,,or resulting from the manda-
tory submission requirements. Before a decision is. rendered
through the established chain of command review pocess, these
assessments shall be forwarded to the Chief of Naval Operations
(Qp-45) for review.

(b)" shall include brief discussions of the need
for the proposal, of alternatives as required by section
I02(2) (e) of the Act, of the environmental impacts of the pro-
posed action and-alternatives, and a listing of the agencies
and persons consulted." (40 CFR 1508.9.

In this.regard,..experience has shown that
certainnaval actionsi by their very nature, require review byCNO, and accordingly EAs are normally required for thos
actions (see paragraph 4302b). The requirement for CNO review
does not suggest automatic referral of the EA for further
development into an environmental statement.
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convened, as required to critique the content ’of submitted
EAs/DESs and recommend subsequent disposition/processing to CNO
(Op-45).

(6) Finding of no significant impact (FNSI). A
document by "which the Navy (after CNO review) briefly presents
the reasons why an action not otherwise excluded will not have
a significant effect on the human environment and for which an
environmental statement therefore will not be prepared." The
FNSl "shall include the environmental assessment or a summary
of it and shall note any other environmental related docu-
ments." (40 CFR 1508.13) If the assessment is included, the
finding need not repeat any of the discussion in the assessment
but may incorporate it by reference. A FNSI may be one result
of a CN review of an environmental assessment (EA).

(7) Draft environmental statement (DES). Those
statements which are prepared for actions which ptentlally
have a significant impact on the quality of the human environ-
ment or which are potentially controversial in environmental
effects, and which are filed with the EPA and distributed to
cognizant Federal, state, local and private agencies,
organizations and individuals for review and comment. In
addition to those normally required, as identified, draft
environmental statements include those environmental
assessments which have been (a) recommended for draft status by.
the CNO Review Panel, (b) approved by CNO and SECNAV, and (c)
forwarded to EPA and other appropr.iate agencies, organizations
and individuals, for review and comment before preparation of a
final environmental statement.

(8) Final. environmentalstatement (FES). A
completed statement, normally a separate, and additional
document (from the draft), which incorporates all pertinent
comments and information made as a result of review of the DES
and which is also filed with the EPA.

(9) Public record of decision (PRD). A concise
summary..for the public record of the decisionmade.by an.agency
(Navy) among the alternatives presented in a FES. The docu-
ment, to be prepared in CNO; will state the decision, identify
the alternatives considered (including that which was environ-
mentally preferrable) and discusses other considerations (than
the environment) that influenced the decision identified.
Those proposals to minimize environmental harm, if applicable,
will be identified as well as those that are not capable of
being implemented. Additionally, any monitoring associated
with mitigation shall be addressed.
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(I0) Supplemental environmental statement (SES). Adocument describing environmental impacts of a project orproposal which is prepared when substantial chanqes are made inthe proposed action, or significant new information becomesavailable. A supplement may be prepared at any time afterpreparation and filing of a draft or final statement, and isfiled with the EPA (as with a DES) and distributed torecipients of the DES and FES.

4102. Responsibilities.

The Navy’s program to implement NEPA and the.CEQRegulations (40 CFR 1500-1508 (1978)) covers the myriad ofdecisions being made on a daily basis throuahout the Navy.Consideration of environmental factors at te earliestpracticable stage in the planning process to implement thegoals of NEPA, must be a way of life for managers in the chainof command and must complement other requirements needed in thedecision making process, as mission, function, technology, costeffectiveness, etc. The primary administrative and fundingeffort to meet NEPA requirements have been and will remain the-responsility of the major claimants. The requirement for anassessment "at the earliest practicable stage,’ reinforces thatfunding for EA/ES preparation must be budgeted as a normaloperational requirement.

espons implementthe foregoing concerns, the followingilities are assigned:

a. DCNO (Logistics). The Deputy Chief of NavalOperations "(Logistics) (0p104), and spacifica!ly, the. Environ-mental Protection and Occupational Safety and Health Division(0p-45) is responsible for NEPA compliance, which includes:
(i) Implmenting Navy policy regarding .the protec-tion of the environment, to include NEPA compliance.

(2) Advising commands in ca@es of necessity of therequirement for submitting environmental assessments or draftenvironmental statements.

(3) Participating in the review of documentssubmitted for CNO decision, which include assessments ofenvironmental impact.

(4) coordinating CNO.review of environmental assess-.ments and statements through the CNO Environmental ImpactReview Panel.
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(5) Coordination with the President’s Council on

Environmental Quality, the E6vironmenta! Protection Agency, the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (MY\&L), the Deputy Under

Secretary of the Navy (DUSN), the Assistant Secretary of the

Navy (MRA&L), and other DoD components and. Federal.agencies

concerned with environmental matters.

(6) Coordinating with the Chief of Information for

the release to the public of environmental assessments,
statements, final findings of no significant impact and other

environmen-al documents, according to the Freedom of

Information Act and other applicable Federal law.

(7) Provide assistance for actions initiated by

private persons, state or local agencies and other non-Navy/DoD

entitiea-fo which Navy involvement may be reasonably foreseen.

(8) identify major decision points wherein
environmental effects shall be considered as ssocated-wlth
naval actions.

/"

b. Major Claimants, commanders, commanding officers and

subordinate commands are to comply with this instruction by:

(1) Ensuring that all appropriate instructions
nc,d.ng those requiring written justification for projects or

programs, collectively or separa.tely, involving RDT&E, MCO,
O&MN, urgent minor construction requests, land acquisitions,
etc., include the requirement and funding for. envir.onmental
documentation, as required. Not only should a preliminary
assessment of impact be made at the initial planning stage,
such as during the facility study in the instance of MCON

..projects, but at each following significant sep or decision
milestone in the development of a program or project as warran-
ted. It is important to note here that the intent of NEPA is

to encourage participation of Federal, State involved agencies
and affected citizens in the assessment procedure, as appropri-
ate. The lack of such coordination has been a significant.
point raised in subsequent litigation as well as a gap in

information supplied for established review procedures.
Accordingly, early contact with those affectediS encouraged’
It is believed that the establishment of a dialogue in most
instances is mandatory if NEPA is to be implemented.. This

dialogue should be sufficiently detailed and documented to
identify significant impact/controversy which; at the time,

seemingly cannot be overcome by appropriate planning and design

of the action, or are external to Navy control.
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5 NOV7979 (2) Conducting assessments of the environmentaleffects of current and proposed actions in accordance with thecriteria of Parts 2 and 3. If a draft environmental statementis required, it should be prepared and submitted in accordancewith the provisions of Part 4 of this chapter. Draft
statements should be submitted to CNO (Op-45) no later than 30September for new projects or programs included in the upcomingbudget year.

(3) or training’exercises off military property,submissions should be made at least 120 days before the
authorization of the exercise in question. If it is not.
possible to prepare statement.s within the time periods identi-fied, CNO (Op-45) is to be so informed, preferrably in writ-ing. Pertinent sections of assessments of environmental impactprepared for training maneuvers should also be incorporatedinto applicable operational plans.

(4) Encouraging by all means possible, a sense ofenvironmental responsibility and awareness among personnel toimplement most effectivel9 the spirit of the NEPA. It isincumbent upon all personnel, who are engaged in any activityor combination of activities which significantly affech thequality of the human environment, to be .aware of actionsconsidered sgnificant, and exceptions identified in Part 3 ofthis chapter. Only through alertness, foresight, and notifica-tion through the chain of conand will the eventual goals ofNEPA and the Navy Environmental Protection Program be =ealized.

PART 2

PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS

4201. Discussion..

Every action or proposed action by the Navy has thepotential, however remote, to affect the env.ronment under agiven set of circumstances. The degree to which a Navy actionmust be evaluated ho determine its environmental impact dependsin part.upon whether the action, based upon past exper<ence,
normally, does not affect the-environment, has"the-potental toviolate environmental laws, or could result in a degree ofdegradation of environmental quality, or has the potential forsignificant degradation of .environmental qualiy and couldresult in environmental controversy. In order.to sensitizecommanders to the necessity for an evaluation of theenvironmental consequences cf a proposed action? and to assist
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in det_rmining what .-.]egree o examination those concerns merit
(,one assessment or statement), all applicable actions will
r.inmal!y receive the benefit of a preliminary envi-onmental
assessment (PEA)

4202. Guidelines and Standards

a. Implementation of the PEA. At the lowest level
possible, appropriate commanders will conduct a brief review of
proposed actions to determine the potential impact on the
environment if the action is approved. The detail included n
the PEA is to be consistentwith the scope of the endeavor
addressed nd sufficient to guide the dec[slon maker in"
choosing the degree of environmental scrutiny to which the
proposed action is entitled, i.e., cateqerical exemption, ES or
EA. To the extent practicable it should enable a preliminary
-view of the criteria discussed in Parts 3 and 4, and also
serve t-alert the responsible action authority of the need.for
mitigating measures, if required.

b. Documentation. PEAs are not normally forwarded to
CNO. Decslons relative to the impact or controversy are to be
made within the chain of command at the appropriate level.
Compliance with the minimal requirements of the PEA shall be
demonstrated by a brief written memorandum to file, or other
appropriate, locally required procedures. To the maximum
extent possible the generation of new documents should be
voided. Xhere locally utilized formats or other memoranda
curret!y srve to alert decision makers to the need for
consideration of environmental impacts there is no need to
implement additional forms or procedures. However, in any case
the PEA must assess and document the probable impact of the
action contemplated.

c. Utilizatidn of the PEA. Following review of the
PEA, the appropriate authority will determine whether the
proposed action falls within a categorical.exemption, or isone
which requires an environmental statement, or assessment and
act accordingly.

PART

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS

NECESSITY AND PREPARATION

4301. Discussion

As a general rule, an environmental assessment, as
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dfined in paragraph 410! (d) {3) is an analysis of the environ-mental impacts of a proposed action. It is prepared when theNavy does not know beforehand whether the proposal will signif-icantly effect the environment or be controversial with respectto environmental effects. The assessment will not only helpthe Navy comply with NEPA when no ES is necessary, but may alsocontribute to the preparation of an ES when one is necessary
An assessment of an action shall be made by the majorclaimant, or other designated or subordinate command, unless ithas been determined by appropriate authority that an environ-mental statement will be prepared or the action falls within.the 9rope of one or more categorical exclusions.l

4302. Guidelines and Standards

a. ategorical exclusions. A categorically excludedaction is one which, based on t following criteria and pastexperience, does not normally significantly impact on thequality of the human environment. Categorical exclusions aregrantedfor those kinds ofNavy actions, which, among otherfactors, minimally effect the quality of the human em,ironment;do not result in any significant change from the conditionsexisting at the site. of their impact; and those whose effectprimarily economic or social. The following are examples ofaction which, under normal conditions, are categoricallyexcluded from the necessity for an environmental assessment orstatement:

an action, the effects of which, are.includedin a previoiy written assessment, or draft or finalenvironmental statement. A new evaluation of the effects ofsuch-an action is not required unless the environmental effectswi-ll be markedly different from. those predicted in the originalassessment or statement.

To effect NEPA compliance, environmental planning isconsidered integral with the development of master plans.Accordingly, a necessary input to these plans is an assess-ment of the. impact on the environment using the same logicestablished for the preparation of environmentalstatements. Master plans will be reviewed for content inthis regard to insure that environmental aspects areincluded.
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(2) emergency activities (.g., riot control o

search and rescue (SAR) activities) do not require assessments
or an environmental statement. Emergency sitaations generatinga response by naval authorities which result in significant
harm to the environment shall be reported to CNO (0p-45) who
will facilitate consultation with CEQ.

(3) routine movement of mobile sources

(4) routine maintenance and repair

(5) reductions i force (RIFs)

(6) continuing actions if there is no substantial,
adverse change from previously existing conditions.

(7) minor training exercises on military property
(8) land and facility transfers to another Federal

agency wherein the General Services Adminlstratimn (GSA) is the
action agency

(9) regulations which do not significantly effect
the quality of the human environment in their implementation

(I0)-routine procurements

(ii) basic and applied scientific research normally
confined to the laboratory in question

(12) mission realignment wherein no substantive
change to operations is proposed.

b. Required.Assessments (EA’s)

Assessments will be made for those actions which ner-
mally have thepotential for violation of environmental laws or
culd result in a degree of degradation of environmental
quality. The following are examples of actions which, under
normal conditions, would require preparation of an EA.

(I) training, exercises 6n non-military property
(2) major.training exercises on military property

(3) dredging projects that increase water depth
over previously dredged or natural depths, and/or require new
spoil area designations except where prior negotiations with
the Corps of Engineers indicate no EA required for the pur-
poses of permit authorization
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5 0V i979 (4) proposed utilization of tidelands and fresh-
water wetlands specifically designated of importance

(5) real estate.acquisitions or outleases of land,
excluding agriculture or grazing lands, involving:

(a) new ingrants/outgr@nts only, i.e., not
renewals or continuances wherein land usage remains the same

(b) fifty acres or more (when acreage exceeds
50 by slight amount consult CNO)

(c) notwithstanding (5) (a) or (b), any acqui-
sition 5f any size or ingrants/outgrants which may be
considered environmentally controversial, regardless of the
appropriation or intended utilization

(6) major (greater tan 50 units with the same
caveats with-5(b)) family housing projects, noting the
increment being addressed against the deficiency at the time of
submissio

(7) new target ranges or rang mission changes
which would increase environmental impact

(8) exercises conducted at the request of States
(as ship sinkings for artificial reefs) wherein environmental
impact might be expected

(9) low altitude aircraft training routes and/or
special use airspace and warning areas wherein overflights
impact persons, wildlife (particularly endangered species) or
property.

(i0) new sanitary landfills

(ll)disposal of biological or chemical munitions,
pesticides, or herbicides other than in the manner in which
they are authorized for use or disposal

(12) mission changes, base closures/relocations/
consolidations and deployments which would cause major long
term population increases or decreases in affectedareas.

(13) any activity proposed in a designated or
recommended "critical" habitat of an endangered species, except
where prior negotiations with the Fish and Wildlife Service/
National Marine Fisheries indicate no EA require for the
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purposes of continuedoperatiens and compliance with the
Endangered Species Act.

]ot___e: Associated but separate, need for a "biological
assessment" and consultation in compliance with
the Zndangered Species Act is discussed in Chapter 10.

(14) any activity proposed which would adversely
affect historical or cultural sites either now cited on the
National Register of Historical Places or deemed eligible for
incluscn on" the National .Register. (See Chapter i0. for addi-
tional details.

(15) closure or limitation of access to any areas
that were openpreviously to public use, such as roads or
recreational areas

(16) construction or any other action affecting an
EPA de6{gnated acquifer or recharge zone (asspecified by
Section 1424(e) Of the Safe Drinking Water Act, P.L. 91-532)

’17) irreversible conversion of "prime or unique
farmland" to other uses unless "othernational interests over-
ride hhe importance of preservation or otherwise outweigh the
environmental benefits derived from their protection."

Not___.: To ascertain if lands involved are appropriately
classified, nita! ccntac should be made ;ith he
U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Land Use
Committee in the affected State. This committee may
be located Dy contacting either the chairman c.f the
USDA ;ural development committee in the State or the
State soil conservation services (SCS) office outlined
in appendix "C".

(18) transportation of hazardous substances, conven-
tional munitions or other wastes for intentional disposal into
the oceans by any naval unit

(19) award or termination of contracts involving
substantial quantities of natural resources, wherein Navy is
the contracting agency

(20) new, revised o established regulations, ’direc-
tives or policy guidance concerning activities that are likely
to have significant environmental effects
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(21) anyaction, the environmental effect of whichIs likely to become the subject of controversy by people whowill be affected by the action

(22) weather modification projects

c. Coordinating doubtful cases with CNO (Op-45);modifications to the assessments and categorical exclusionslists.

(I) If, after careful review of the PEA, paragraph4201,. doubt remains as to what future course of action isrequired, the command responsible for preparation of the PEAshall cSntact CN0 (Op-45).

exclusions
(2) Undoubtedly the lists of categorical
paragraph 4302a, and those actions for whichassessments must normally be submitted, paragraph 4302b, arenot exhaustive. If, based upon experience, responsiblecommands determine that the list(s) should be expanded,theyare encouraged to submit, their recommendations with supportingdocumentation to CNO (Op-45).

d. Public and other agency participation in EA prepara-.tio.___q. To .the extent pac%icable, the commands shall involveappropriate environmental agencies, applicants arid the public.in the preparation of environmental assessments. However, itshould be noted that there is no authority for the payment ofthe expenses incurred by suchother agencies, or members of thepublic in the presentation of their information.. Furthermoreit is not mandatory for the responsible command to conduct thescoping process, which is required in the preparation ofenvironmental statements, when developing an assessment.

e. qontent of Environmental Assessments. Environmental"assessments should conform to the format provided for environ-mental statements. The assessment shall briefly discuss theneed for the proposal, reasonably available alternatives to it,the environmental mpacts of the proposal and a listing of theagencies and persons consulted. (40 CFR 1508.9(A))

f. Processing. of Environmental Assessments. All EAsshall be forwarded to CNO (0p-45) for review-and-approgriatedisposition, which may include returningthe assessment to theoriginator for further development as an environmentalstatement in accordance with Part 4 of this Chapter, or thedrafting of a "finding of no significant impact and dissemina-tion of the public in accordance with regulations" 40 CFR1501.4 and 1506.6.
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g. POeCt De!a 0rdinariy i a propose4 action will
not have a s.gniicant impact upen the quality o the_human en-
vironment, the comand responsible for implementation o6 the
proposed action need not delay commencement o the pojeot.
However, "when the proposed action is, or is closely similar
o, one which normally requires the Freparaton of an
environmental impact statement, or the nature o6 the proposed
action is potentially controversial or 0he without precedent,
then he Finding of no SignificantEnvironmental Impact must be
made available to the public (including state and area wide
clearihghouses) for thirty days before the Navy may make a
final determinationfor further consideration and action may
begin." Under these circumstances the cognizant command will
avoid an9 substantial or irretr.ievable commitment of resources
toward, the proposed project which my not begin until after the
expiration of .the thirty day period. (40 CFR 1501..4(e) (2)).

--h. Assistance in the preparation of EA’s. Addressees
may request copies of indlvidual’assessment/statement submis-
sions from CNO (Op-45), keeping in mind that the supplyis
limited and that only thosestatements that have a direct
bearing on the action beingcontemplated should be requested.

It zs evident from the examples cited hat statements
involving facilities per se, draw heavily on NAVFACENGCOM
capabilities, especially the engineering field divisions
(EFDs). Addressees should also be cognizant of the Naval
Environmental Protection Support Service (NEPSS) Program, which
can provide many of the basic inputs applicable to assess-
ments. Inquiries should be directed to the Navy Environmental
Support Office, Code 25, Naval Construction Battalion Center,
Port Hueneme, California, 93043, or to the regional environ-
mental suppert office at the appropriate EFD. Naval Legal
Service Offices. (NLSOs) are also available for consultation as
deemed applicable.,

PART 4

ENVIRON)NTAL STATEMENTS

PREPARATION AND PROCESSING

4401. When to Prepare an Environmental Statement (ES)

An environmental statement will be prepared for every
recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other
major Federal actions undertaken by the Navy which signifi-
cantly affects the quality of the human environment, or is
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hlghly controversial with respect to environmental effects,unless otherwise provided in these procedures or otherapplicable law.

It is difficult to state precisely which actions are"major Federal actions," or "significant," or likely to be"highly controversial," primarily becadse of the immensevariety of possible actions and the differing value judgmentsof participating individuals. With respect to environmentalcontr.oversy the individual authorized to make the analysisshall make a finding as to the environmental controversyinvolved. The determination should be focused on theenvironmental nature of the controversy, if any,. and in thisrespect, the term "controversial" refers .to cases where asubstantial dispute exists as to the size, nature or effect ofthe Federal action, rather than the existence of opposition toa use, the effect of which is relatively undisputed. The factthat loal opposition may exist with respect to a project or-proposal does not necessarily make the project controversial"in environmental effects".

4402. Guidelines and Standards

a. General. The following general guidelines may beused in judgin"the significance of the effect of an action onthe environment.

(i) The geographical extent of the action is oftenimportant. For example, construction, land use modification,etc., to support a limited maneuver or training exercise by anindividual command may not normally ha,,e a significant effectupon the environment. However, doctrine governing trainingexercises on a broad geographic scale involving diverse naturalareas would be more likely to have a significant effect onenvironmental quality. Such an action could be the subject ofa "generic programmatic" or "tiered" ES as now identified inthe CEQ regulations. Determinations whether to prepare a"generic", "programmatic" or "tiered" statement should be basedupon the followingfactors:

(a) en actions, considered together, havecumulative or synergistic environmental impacts

(b) When sequential steps or phases, or oiherproposals which maycompound the effects of a present action,including those related activities of other Federal agencies,are involved.
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(2) The long-term it.pact of the action sheuld be
considered. An objective overview should be malntainzd toward
the magnitude of environmental effects of both the immediately
contemplated action and of future actions for which the
proposed action may serve as a preceden’t, and which r,lay result
in a cumulatively significant impact.

(3) The risk potential must b@ evaluated. For
example, even though the environmental impact of an efficiently
run fuel depot may not be significant, the effects of an oil
spill on the local fishing industry, or the surrounding beaches
in the’case of a tourist-oriented economy, may well render
construc.tion of such a depot very significant.

(4) There must be a review of sites having existing
or possible historic, architectural, or archeological
interest. The Keeper of the National Register, Heritage
Conservation and Recreation Service, U. S. Department of the
Interior, Washington, D. C. 20240, maintains a registe of
historical places-. Th Council should be contacted as well as
local (state) offices wherein the geographical location of the
action is cntemplated. In addition, the National Park Service
has prepared a handbcok for assistance in preparing environ-
mental statements for cultural resources. The handbook is
available from the Interagency Services Division, Office of
Archeology and Historic Preservation, Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service. U. S. Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C., 20240.

(5) The impact on endangered animal or plant species
must be addressed, particularly if a "critical habitat" has
been establ.shed for such species by the Fish and Wildlife
Service, U. 3. Department of the Interioror the National
Marine Fisheries Service, U. S. Department of Commerce.
Additionally, even if the action does not significantly affect
the environment of endangered or threatened species, there is
th requirement for a biological assessment under procedures of
the Endangered Species Act (see Chapter 10, Part 6 for addi-
tional responsibilities in regard to protection of endangered
species).

(6) In the evaluation of an action the factors
considered could include, but not necessarily.be limited to the
applicable factors identified in Appendix

b. Actions For Which Draft Environmental Statements
Must Be Submitted. to CNO (0p’45). Experience has shown that
certain types of naval actions, due to the potential or
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gn1zcant environmental impact, may be controversial.Accordingly, DES’s are required to be submitted to CNO (0p-45)for review where there is substantial potential for significanteffectof environmental quality and/or the action, if approved,.could result in significant environmental controversy. Thefollowing listed actions will normally require an automaticfiling of a DES with CNO (Op-45):

(i) large dredging projects

(2) proposed major construction and filling in tide-lands/wetlands

(3) establishment o major new:installations
(4) major .land acquisitions which will result in achanged use of the property

(5) major weapons systems requiring Defense SystemsAcquisition Review Council (DESARC) review. When an action isamong those listed above; closely analogous to bhe same, or, asthe result of an EA, it has been fdentlfied as one which mayhave c!gnificant environmental impacts or is environmentallycontroversial, the major claimant or other designated orsubordinate command will prepare a DES incorporating proceduresas outlined in the following sections.

c. Scoping; As soon as practicable after the cognizantcommand has deermined that an ES is required and notificationto CNO has been effected, the following efforts will beundertaken to provide the public with noticeof the intentionto process a DES.

(i) In all cases notice shall be mailed to those who.have requested it on.a specific action. (40 CFR 1506.6(E) (i)).
(2) In the case of an action with effects ofnational concern, notice shall include publication in theFederal Register, which shall be coordinated with C?O (Op-45),and by mail to national organizations reasonably expected to beinterested in the matter. It may also include listing in the102 MONITOR published by the EPA. CNO (Op-4) shall maintainand isseminateto affected commands a list of potentiallyinterested national organizations, including those organiza-tions which have requested that notice be regularly provided(40 CFR 1506.6(B)(2)).
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(3) In the case of an action with effects primarily
of local co:cer-n, t.e notice may include:

c (a) Notice to state and area wide clearinghouses
pursuant to 05[B Circular A-95 (Revised).

,- (b) Notice to Indian tri-bes when efEect may
occur on reservations.

(c) Following’the affected state’s public noticeprocedures:for comparable actions.

’, (d.) Publication in local newspapers (in papers
of general-circulatiOn rather "han legal papers).

(e)-Notice through other local media.

.- (f) Notice to potentially interested community
organizatDns including small business associations.

(g) Publication in newsletters, if applicable,
that may be expected to reach potentially interested persons.

(h) Direct mailing to owner and occupants of
nearby or ,affected property.

." (i) Posting of notice, if applicable on and off
the site in. area where the action is to be located." (40 CR
1506.6.(B) (3))

(4) As part o .the foregoing notice the command
shll, at.a minimum, solicit the comments, and suggestions "of
aff4cted Federal, state and-local agencies, any affected Tndian
tribes, the proponent of the action if any, and any other
interested-persons" (including those who might not be in accord
with the action on environmental grounds)." (40 CFR 150i-.7(A)
(I))

Note: If-t.he proposed action is specifically authorized under
criteria established by Executive Order or statute to be
classified in the interest.of national defense or for-
eign policy and is in fact properly classified pursuant
to.such Executive Orderor statute, the foregoing ncice
andparicipation requirements shall be disregarded.
However, if.it is reasonably possible, consistent with
applicable Executive Orders, statutes or departmental
regulations to segregate the classified aspects of the
proposed actions from the unclassified and permit
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meaningful partcipatlon in a discussion of the
environmental impacts, then the notice and partici-
pation requirements described above must be followed to
the extent classified information will not be compro-
mised.

(5) The command "shall-after onsideration of
response received, determine the scope and the significant
issues to be analyzed in depth, in the environmental impact
statement. It shall further identify and eliminate from
detailed study the issues which are not significant or whichhae been covered by prior environmental review (paragraph
1506.3), narrowing the discussion of these issues in the state-
ment to a brief presentation of why they will not have a
significant effect on the human environment or providing a
reference to their coverage elsewhere.

(6) Allocate assignments for preparation of the ESamong the lead and cooperating agencies if applicable while
retaining rsponsibility for the statement

(7) Identify any public environmental assessments
and other environmental impact statements which are being orwill be prepared that are related to but are not part of thescope of the impact statement under consideration.

(8) Identify other environmental review and
consultation requirements (as for example section 7 of the
Endangered Species (ESP) Act and the compliance requirements ofthe National Historic Preservation Act so the lead and
cooperating agencies may prepare other requir6dalysesand
studies concurrently with, and integrated with, the
environmental impact statement.

(9) Indicate the relationship between the timing.ofthe preparation of the environmental analysis and the command’stentative planning and decision making schedule." (40 CFR
i501.7(a) (2)-(7)).

The functions dentified to be performed in thepreceeding paragraphs may be carried out in the context of apublic, informal meeting at which written response_s.or, oralpresentations resulting from the public notices may bereceived. Such meetings may be held whenever practicable, butthey. are not mandatory.. There is no authority for the paymentof expenses incurred by any person(s) in the preparation and
presentation of information at these meetings. In the event a
meeting is not held, the issues..addressed shall be resolved by
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the cognizant command based upon responses to notices processed
and documented.

d. Time Limits

Commands coenclng the preparation of an ES are
encouraged to set time limits appropriate to individual actions
with due regard for operational requirements and the public and
agency comment periods required by law.

State or local agencies or members of the public may
request the cognizant command to set time limits on the NEPA
process.-

When.time limits are to be set, the command may
consider the following factors:

(I) In determining time limits (required tocomplete
the ES) the command may consider the following factors:

"(a) potential for environmental harm

(b) size of the proposed action

(c) state-of-the-art of analytic techniques

.(d) degree of public need for the proposed
.action, including the consequences of delay

(e) number of persons and agencies affected

(f) degree to which relevant information is
known and if not known, he time requied for obtaining it

(g)" other time limits imposed on the agency by
law, regulations or Executive Order." (CFR 1501.8(B) (I)).

(2) Time limits may be also set for the NEPA pocess
as a whole..., whidh may include:

(a) decision on whether to prepare an ES, if not
already decided

(b) determination of the scope of the environ-
mental impact statement

.(c) preparation ofthe draft environmental
impact statement
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(d) review of any comments-on’he draft environ-mental impact statement from the public and agencies

(e.) preparation of the final environmentalimpact statement

(f) review of any comments on the final environ-mental, impact statement

(g) decision on the action based in part on theenvironmental impact statement." (40 CFR 1501.8(B)(2)).

e. General Objectives

(i) The primary purpose of an ES is to serve as anaction forcing device to insure that the policies nd goalsofthe NEPA a infused into the ongoing programs and actions ofthe Navy. it shall provide full and fair discus’sion ofsignificant environmental impacts and shall inform dec:.ionmakers and the public of the reasonable alternatives wL:chwcu!d avcid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance the qalityof the human emvironment. Statements shall be concise, c’.eanand to the point, and shall be supported by evidence that {.heavy, as a whole, and the responsible command in particular,has made the necessary environmental analyses. To achievegoal of a concise and useful statement, major claimants, desig-nated or subordinate commands shall prepare ES’s in thefollowing manner:

pedic.
(a) ES’s shall be analytic rather than ency61o-

(b) Impacts shall be discussed’in proportion totheir significance. There shall be only brief discussion ofother than significant issues. As in a finding of no signif-icant impact there should be only enough discussion to show whymore study is not warranted.

(c) ES’S shall be kept concise and no longerthan absolutely necessary to comply with NEPA, these regula-tions and those promulgated by the CEQ which are applicable tothe Department of the Navy. Length should vary first withpotential environmental problems and then with project size.
(d) ES’s shall state how alternatives consideredin it and decisions based upon it will or will not azhieve therequirements of sectiom I0! and 102(1) of the.act and otherenvironmental laws and policies.
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(e) The range of alternatives discussed in ES’s
shall .encompass those to be considered by the ultimate Navy
decision maker, or as directed by the lead agency if the Navy
is a ccoperating agency.

(f) Cognizant commands shall not commit
resources prejudicing selection of alternatives before making a
final decision.

(g} ES’s shall serve as a means of assessing, the
environmental impacts of. proposed Navy actions, rather than
justifying decisions already-made.

(2) In amplification of the above, the text ofthe
ES shall normally be less than 150 pages and for proposals of
unusual scope or complexity, shall ncrmaliy be less than 300
pages Every effort should be taken to restrict the document
to only the pertinent facts and exclude purely extraneous
material not directly applicable to the expected impact. The
statementmust contain sufficient information and baseline data
to suDport the conclusions reached. Data may-be appended to
the statement as appendices, unless too bulky.

(3) In developing and obtaining information needed
for the statement informal consultation wih other Federal,
state and local agencies, as well as communication with
environmental groups and citizens’ organlzahions, is encouraged.

(4) ES’s, like EA’s, are frequently prepared by
contractor for the Navy. In order to obtain fair and unbiased..
analyses, contractors must be selected in a manner avoiding any
conflict of interest. Therefore, contractors shall execute
disclosure statements specifying they have no financial or
other interest in the outcome of the.project. Furthermore, it
is essential that the contractor’s efforts be closely monitored
throughout the contract to not only producean adequate assess-
ment/statement, but also to avoid extensive, time-consuming,
costly revisions to obtain an. adequate product) requently
occasioned by a tardy review of a partially finished product.
Furthez, managers must be continuously involed as technical
support.organizations frequently lack the detailed chain of
command knowledge necessary to guide contractor efforts.

(5) To-eliminate duplication with state and local
procedures, and unless barred from doing so by some other law,
commands shall cooperate with state and local agencies to the
fullest extent possible to reduce duplication between NEPA and
state and local requirements. Such cooperation shall include
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(a) joint planning processes

(b) joint environmental research and studies

(c) joint public hearings (except where other-
wise provided by statute).

(d) joint environmental assessments

(e) joint environmental statements, however,the
Navy mdst be accorded the position of joint lead agency or
coordinating agency.

(6) The major claimant, designated or subordinate
command may adopt a Federal DES or FES or ortion thereof
provided that the statement or portion thereof meets the
standards for an adequate statement.

(7) Where emergency circumstances make it necessary
to take an action, with significant environmental impact without
observing he provisions of these regulations, the responsible
major claimant shall advise CNO (0p-45), who will facilitate
additional consultahion with hhe CEQ about alternative arrange-
ments. "Advise" and"additional consultation" do not mean
"prior approval".

(8) Major claimants, designated and subordinate
commands are enuuu2aged to tier their environmental statements
to eliminate repetitive discussions of the same issue.
Whenever a broad environmental statement has been prepared and
asubsequent statement or environmental assessment follows the-,
subsequent statement or assessment need only summarize the
issues discSssed in the broader statement and incorporate he
discussions by reference. The subsequent document shall’state
where the earlier document is available. Tiering may also be
appro- priate for different stages of actions." (See generally
40 CFR 1502).

f. Format

(I). All pages of the original document prepared
shall be on 8 x l0 1/2 inch bond, although it is permissible to
use fold-out sheets as long asthe I0 1/2 inch vertical dimen-
sion is.retained.

(2) For each EA, DES and FES prepared, an estimate
of preparation costs against the categories identified below
shall be prepared and submitted with, but not affixed to, the
basic document:
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() Directly associated lesearch costs.

(b) Contract and consultant costs directly

(c) Indirect, but related, costs.

(3) The following format Wiil be utilized for all
assessments and statements:

(a) "Cover Sheeto The cover sheet shall not
generally exceed one page and shall include:

’ (i) A iistof the responsible contributors
including the lead agency and any cooperating agencies.

(ii) The title of the proposed action that
is the subject of the environmental analysis (and if approprl-
ate the titles of related cooperating agency.actions), together
with the state(s) and county(ies) (or other jurisdiction if
applicab]e.) where the action is located.

(lli) The name, address and telephone number
of the. persoq at the responsible command who can supply further
information.

(iv) A designation of the analysis as an
assessment, draft or final environmental statement or draft or
final supplement.

ment."
(v) A one.paragraph abstract of the state:..

(40 CFR 1502.11)

(vi) The date by which comments mus’t be
received, calculated in accordance ,:;ith the procedures set out
in paragraph 4402j(1) (b).

(b) "Summary. Each environmental analysis
(statement) shall contain a summary which adequately and
accurately summarizes the statement." (40 CFR 1502.12). The
summary sheet(s) shall appear at the very beginning of the
document immediately after the cover sheet. The summary must
provide the following:

(i) Indication of whether the analysis is
an assessment or a draft or final environmental statement.

(ii) The name of the action and whether it
is administrative or legislative.
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5 0V 7 (iii) A brief description of the action andwhat geographical region (including state and county, as
applicable) is particularly affected.

(iv) A summary of the environmental
impact, particularly adverse environmental effects, and major
mitigating actions required.

(v) A list of alternatives considered.

(vi) A.statement as to whether the action
is anticipated to have significant environmental impact or will
be environmentally controversial.

(vii) For daft statements, list all
Federal, state and local agencies from which comments have been
requested. For final statements, list all Federal, state and
local agencies and other sources from which written comments
have beet received.

(viii)The date the draft and final state-
ments weremade available to the CEQ and the public (Op-45
action).

The summary will normally not exceed fifteen pages.

(c) Purpose. and Need. This section (which
actually begins the--d.--of the basic @ocument) "shall briefly
specify the underlying purpose and need (background) to which
the Navy is responding in presenting thealternatives including
the proposed, action." (40 CFR 1502.13)

(d) ’:Alternatives Includin the Proposed
Action. This section is he heart of the environmental assess-
ment or statement. Based on the information and analysis
presented in.the sections entitled EXISTING ENVIRONSNT (sub-
section e) and the ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES (subsectionf),
it should presen the environmental impacts of the proposal and
the alternatives in comparative (matrix) form, thus sharpening
the issues and providing a basis for choice among the options
by the decision maker and. the public." (40 CFR 1502.14)

Alternatives to the proposed action include,
where relevant,.those not within the existing authority of the
Navy. A rigorous exploration and objective evaluation of the
environmental impacts of all reasonable alternative actions are
"essential, particularly those that might enhance environmental
quality or avoid some or all of the adverse environmental
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effects. Sufficient analysis,-if applica, such alterna-
tive and their environmental benefits, costs and risks should
accompany the prepcsed action through agency review9 process.
"If a cost-benefit analysis relevant to the choice among
environmentally diiferent alternatives is being considered for
the proposed action, it shall be incorpo.rated by eference or
appendedto the analysis as an aid in evaluating he
environmental consequences." ...(W)hen a cost-benefit analysis
is prepared, discuss the relationship between the analysis and
any analysis of unquantified environmental impacts, values and
amenities...(T)he weighting of the merits and drawbacks of thevarious alternatives need not be displayed in a monetary
cost-benfi analysis and sho6dnot be where there are
important qualitative considerations. In any eventthe
analysis should at least indicate those considerations,
including factors not related to environmental quality which
are likely o be relevant and important to a decision." (40CFR 15@2.23) This will prevent premature foreclosure of.
options which might enhance environmental quality or have less
detrimental effects.

Examples of alternatives include: the
alternatives of taking no action or of postponing action
pending further study; selecting actions of a significantly
different nature which would provide similar benefits with
different environmental impacts; different designs or details
of the proposed .action which would present different environ-
mental impacts (including mitigation measures) and measures to
provide for compensation of:fish and wildlife losses, includingthe acquisition of land, waters and interests therein. In eachcase, the analysis should be sufficiently detailed to revealthe Navy’s comparative evaluation of the proposed action and
each reasonable alternative. In all cases, however, the
alternative of not prqceeding with the project or proposal must-be evaluated.

(e) Existing Environment of the ProposedAction. This statement shall succinctly describe the environ-ment of the area affected as it exists prior to a proposedaction, i.e., a "baseline" description from which to comparethe probable impact, including other Federal activities in thearea(s) related to.the proposed action and any-reasonablyanticipated non-Federal activities which are similar to the
proposed action. The descriptions shall be no longer thannecessary to understand the effects of the proposed action.The interrelationship and cumulative environmental impacts of
the proposed action and the aforementioned related activitiesshall be presented in the ana!yis (statement). The amount of
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detail provided in such desriptions should be commensurate
with the extent and impact of the action, and with the amount
of information requi=ed at the particular level of decision
making. (40 CFR 1502.15)

(f) Environmental Consequences. This section
forms the scientific and analytic basis for the comparisons
presented unde the alternatives section. The discussion will
include the environmental impacts of alternatives including the
proposed action, any adverse environmental impacts which cannot
be avoided should the proposal be implemented, the relationship
between short-term uses of man’s environment and the mainten-
ance and enhancement of longJterm productivity, and any
irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources which
would be involved in the proposal should it be implemented.
This section should not duplicate the discussions in the
alternatives section. (CEQ Regulations 1502.16) It shall
include discussions of:

(i) Direct effects and their si@nific-ance, i.e., an assessment of the positive.and negative effectso--e proposed action, as it affects both the national and/or
international environment. The attention given to different
factors will vary according to the nature, scele, and location
of proposed actions. Primary attention should be given in the
statement to a discussion of those factors most evidently
impacted by hhe proposed action.

(ii) Indirect Effects and Their Si@nific-ance. Secondary or indirect consequences for the environment-
s-id be included in the analysis. Many major Federal
actions, especially those that involve construction (for,
example, new installations, joint use of an installation,
etc.), stimu!ahe or induce secondary effects, in the form of
associated investments and changed patterns of social and
economic activities. Such secondary effects, by their impacts
on existing community facilities and activities, by inducing
new facilities and activities, or by changes in natural
conditions, may often be even more substan- tial than the
primary effects of the original action itself. For example,
the .effects of the proposed, action: on population and growth.
impacts should be estimated, if expected to be significant. An
evaluation should be made of the effect of any possible change
in population patterns or growth upon the resource base,
including land use, water, and public services, of the area in
question.

(iii) Possible Conflicts between the
Proposed Action and the Objectives of Federal, Regional, State
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and Local {and in the-case of a Reservaion, In4ian Tribe} [.and

Use Plans, Policies and Controls fo" th Area Concerned. This

requires a discussion o how the proposed action may conform or

ccnflict with the objectives and specific terms of approved or
proposed Federal, state and local land use plans, policies and
controls, if any, for the area affected, including those

developed in response to environmental lgislation. ere a

conflict or inconsistency exists, the statement should describe
the extent to which the Navy has reconciled its proposed action
with be plan, policy or control. Full justification for the
decision to proceed, notwithstanding the absence of full
reconciliation should be.stated.

(iv) The Environmental Effects of A!terna-
tlves including the Proposed Action. The. Comparisons under the
alternatives section will be based on this narrative.

() Energz Requirements and Conservation
Potential of various alternatives and miti@ation measures. In
iew of the energy situaion, comment regarding the energy
impact, t-include the alternatives considered,, should be
addressed.

(vi) Any Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitments of Resources that would be Involved in the Proose
Action if Implemented. Identify from a survey.of unavoidable
impacts, the extent to which the action irreversibly curtails
the range of potential uses of the envirenment0 Do not
construe the erm "resources" to mean only the labor and
materials devoted to an action. ,Resources" also means the
natural and cultural resources committed to loss or destruction.
by the action.

(vii) Relationshio Beween Local Shot-Term
Use of Man’s Environment and Maintenance and Enhancement of

Lon@-term Productivity. A brief’discussion o the extent to
which the proposed acion involves tradeoffs between short-term
environmental gains and the expense of long-term losses or vice
versa should be pesented. It should also contain a discussion
of the extent to which the proposed action forecloses future
options. In this context, short-term and long-term do not
r.e.fer_to any.fixed time periods, but should be viewed in terms
of the environmentally significant consequences of the"proposed
action.

(viii) Urban Quality, Historic and Cultural
Resources, and the Desiun of the Built Environment, includin9
the Reuse and Conservatlon Potential of Various Alternatives
and Miti@aion Measures. (Self-explanatory).
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5 NOV 79 (x) Means to Mitiqate Adverse
Environmenta! Impacts (if not previously) discussed. Indicate
-the extent to which countervailing benefits could be realized
by following reasonable alternatives to the proposed action
that would avoid some or all of the adverse environmental
effects. In this connection, where appropriate and meaningful,
and as dictated by the scope of the action addressed, cost
benefit analyses of proposed actions may be attached, or
summaries thereof, to the assessment or environmental
statement. They should.clearly indicate the extent to which
environmental risk has been reflected in the analysis.

(x) Any Probable Adverse Environmental
Effects hich cannot beavoided should Propqal be Implemen-
ted. This should be a brie discu6sion summarizing in one
-i’ce those effects previously discussed that are adverse, not
amenable to mitigation, and unavoidable under the proposed
action (40 CFR 1502.16)

(g) List of PreDarers. Environmental statements
are to beprepared hsing an interdisciplinary approach which
will insure the integrated use of the natural ahd social
sciences and the environmental design arts. In order to ensure
that this aproach is undertaken, the statement shall list the
names, together with their qualifications (expertise,
experience, professional disciplines) of the persons who were
primarily responsible for preparing the environmental impat
statement or significant background paFers, including basic
components of the statement. Where possible the persons who
are responsible for a particular analysis, including analyses.
in background papers, shall be identified. Normally the list
will not exceed two pages." (40 CFR 1502.17)

(g)" Appendix. If the cognizant command
"prepares an appendix to an ES, the appendix shall:

(i) Consist of material prepared in
connection with an environmental impact statement (as distinct
from material which is not so prepared and which is incorpor-
ated by reference).

(ii) Normally consist of material which
substantiates any analysis fundamental to the"ES.

(iii) Normally be analytic and relevant to
the decision to be made.

(iv)
available upon request."

Be circulated with the ES or readily
(40 CFR 1502.18)
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g. ncrpOatiOn bv-_cference- _._.._L|lxtent practic-
able, commands preparing Environmental statements "shall
incorporate material into an. ES by reference when the eCfect
will be to cut down on bulk without impeding agency and public
review of the action. .The incorporated material shall be cited
in the statement and its conen briefly described. No
material may be incorporated by reference unless it is reason
ably available for inspection by pohential!y interested persons
within the time allowed for comment. Material based on
proprietary data which is itself not available for reviewand
comment shall not be incorporated by reference." (40 CFR
1502,21)

h. Incomplete or Unavailable Information. len the
Navy "is evaluating significant adverse effects on the human
environment in an ES and there are gaps in relevant information
or scientific uncertainty, the "cognizant coeand" shall always
make clear that such information s lacking or that uncertainty
exists.

(i) If the information relevant to adverse impacts
is essential to a reasoned choice among alternatives and is not
known an the overall costs of obtaining are not exorbltant
the "comand" shall include the information in the environmen-
tal impact statement.

(2) If, (a) the information relevant to adverse
impacts is essential to a reasoned choice among alternatives
and is not known and the overall costs of obtaining it are
exorbitant or (b) the information relevant to adverse impacts
is important to the decision and the means to obtain it are not
known (e.g., the means for obtaining i are beyond the
state-of-the-art) the command shall weigh the need for the
action aganst the risk and severity of possible adverse
impacts were the action ho proceed in the fac3 of uncertainty.
In this event, the comand shall include a worst case analysis
and an indication of the probability or improbability of its
occurrence." (40 CFR 1502.22)

i. Processin@ the Draft Environmental Statement within
the Navy. The DES shall be processed as illustrated in
Figure __, and as follows:

(i) The cognizant major claimant, designated or
subordinate command shall submitfifteen copies toCNO (0p-45)’
via the chain of command. If the proposed DES concerns matters
which can be expected to generate considerable public interest
or.controversy, a copy of the statement and all subsequent





"correspondence shall be furnished toby CNO (Op-45). the Chief of Information
{2) In his forwarding endorsement, the apPropriatemajor claimant/command or his agent should providerecommendations relative to further disposition if applicable.
(3) After CNO (0p-45) receives the proposed DES, thestatement shall be reviewed for an evaluation of the documentedimpact of the proposed action on the environment. If addi-tional information is required CNO (Op-45) will advise themaj6r "claimant. ’

(4) If the document is to be filed as a DES, CNO(Op-45) Shall forward it to the’Office of the Secretary of theNavy for filing with EPA.

(5) If the Office of the Secretary of the Nav doesnot concur that the document should be filed, the statement maybe redezignated an environmental assessment and returned.
(6) Once the decision is made to file. a statement,the orlginator may be required to coordinate with .r provideCNO with additional copies of the @raft statement fordistribuhion. The number of copie& : ’ry dependent on theaction contemplated.

J. Crulan Navy approvedEnvironmentalS- Draft and Fina.._l

(I) Draft envizonmental statements. Normally,complete copies of..the DES shall be forwarded’by CNC Op-45)for distribu-ion in accordance with 4 C[R 1502.19 and to EPAfor publication in the Federal Register. However, if thestatement is unusually long, summaries of the DES may becirculated where authorized, in accordance with CEQregulations. CNO (Op-45)should be notified if it isanticipated to circulate summaries.
(a) In conjunction with the foregoingdistribution, specific comments shall be requested from:

(i) .Any Federal agency which..hasjurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to anyenvironmental impact involved or which is authorized to developand enforce standards, applicable to the proposed action.
(ii) ApPropriate state and local agencies
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which are authozzed tc develop nd e,:f6rce standards
applicable to th proposed action.

(iii) Indian tribes, when the effects may be
on a reservation,

(iv) Any agency which has requested it
receive statemen on actions of the kind proposed.

(v.) The public, affirmatively s011ciin
-comments from those persons or organizations who may reasonably
be interested or affected. (40 CFR 1503.1A)

(b} A minim6m of forty-five days is allocated
for agency/public review, commencing with the date on which
notice of the DES appears in the Federal. Register. Normally
this date will be the Friday following the week the statement
is r@geived by EPA. However, if., after summaries are
circulated (paragraph (i) (a), above, the Navy thereafter
received a timely request for the entire statement and for
additional time to comment, the time for that requestor only
shall be extended by at least fifteen days beyond the minimum
period.

(c) As part of the review process, public
hearings may be held. (See Part 5 for further information.)

(2) Final Environmental Sta.ements.

(a) After the passage of a minimum sixty days
from the date the announcement of the daft appears in the
Federal Register, a final statement can be filed. All comments
received of the draft statement will ba forwarded to
originator for ingorporation into the FES After review
the comments and views received,, the originator shall prepare a
single document setting forth all changes made to the draft
statement. Where comments reveal previously unrecognized
impacts or changes to identified impacts, sufficient analysis
thereof shall be included. Reproduction of individual comments
received from agencies and the public where relevant shall be
accomplished; however, inclusion of verbatim records of public
hearings is discouraged. Consideration of the hearinqs can be
ensured by summarizing. hose comments under relevant.topic
headings, followed by an appropriate response. A meaningful
response to all responsible opposing views which have not been
adequately addressed in the draft shall be included. "Possible
responses in the final environmental statement include:
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(i)
proposed action.

(ii) develop and evaluate" alternatives notpreviously given serious consideration.

analyses.
(iii) upplement, improve or modify the

modify alternatives including the

(iv) make factual corrections
(v) explain why the comments do notwarrant further response, citing the sources, authorities, orreasons which support such a position, and, if appropriate,indicate those circumstances whic would trigger a reappraisalor further response." (40 CFR 1509.4A)

Where Navy response to comments can beaccomplished by referencing sections contained in the DES,pertinent sections should be clearly identified in the response.
(b) After preparation of the final environmental,statement, the originator will again forward a m{nimum fifteencopies of the statement to CNO (0p-45) for review andappropriate disposition. If the statement is to be diStrl-buted locally, phone coordination shall be completed with0P-45. Additionally, if the FES is unusually long, summariesof the FES may be circulated as with the DES.

k. Document of Decision

{1) Preparation of an environmental statementsmeaningless unless it is considered by thedecision maker onthe proposed action. To this end, CNO {Op-45) will ensure’thata copy of the FES is provided to the.appropriate coand.levelfor the consideratio of the decision maker.
(2) "No decision which would result in the irre-trievable commitment of natural resources or substantialamounts of money shal be made on a proposed action until thelater of the following dates:

(a) Ninety..(9.0) days .after publication-of theFederal RegiSter notice announcing the filing of the DES withEPA, or

(b) Thirty (30) days after publication of theFederal Register notice of the filing of the FES with EPA "(40 CFR 1506.106)
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(3) At the time of decision n the proposed action

or recommendation to Congbess, CNO (Op-45) shall prepare a

concise public record of decision in accordance with CEQ

regulations. After the record of decision has been.prepared,

CNO (OP’45) will arrange for its publication in the Federal

Register.

1. Classified Environmental Assessments and State-

ments. The fact that a proposed action s of a classified
natu’-’-’-e does not relieve the proponent of the action from

complying with,the requirements of this directive. Environmen-

tal statements, both draft and final, as well as assessments.,

shall be prepared, safeguarded, and disseminated in accordance

with the requirements applicable to classified information, DoD

Regulatiohs 5200.1-R and OPNAVINST 5510.iD. When feasible,

these documents shall be organized in such a manner that

classified portions can be included as annexes, so that the

unclassified portions can be made available to the public.

m. Processlnq Statements originated by other Federal

Aencles. Envlronental statements originate by other Fede{al

agencie are to be processed as follows:

(I) The Federal agency originating the impact

statement submits the statement to OASD(MRA&L) or DUSN.

(2) OASD/DUSN refers the statement to CNO (Op-45)

for r6vlew.

(3) CNO, after independent review, and after

re [ng the statement to the" command or activity with the

expertise for detailed review and return co.Tnents, advises DUSN

of the concurrence/nonconcurrence with the statement for ,the
Navy.

n. Processing Supplementary Statements. Supplements to

either draft or final statements shall be prepared if there are

substantial changes made in the proposed action which are

relevant to-environmental concerns or significant new circum-

stances or information relevant to environmental concerns and

bearing on the proposed action or its impacts. Such supple-
ments shall usually be prepared, circulated and filed in the

same fashion as a draft or final statement. However, there is

no necessity forscoping before drafting the documen Depen
dent upon the severity of the impacts forecast, the review time

can be identical to. that of the DES although such time should
b determined on a case-by-case basis. The review time

required shall be determined ’by 0p-45 in consultation with the

originator of the parent document.
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PART 5

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING PUBLIC HEARINGS
UNDER THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

4501. Discussion

a. In each case where.a public hearing may be deemedappropriate, the CNO (Op-45) shall determine if a publichearing will be held. Hearings shall be conducted in accord-ance with guidelines and standards discussed herein.l
b. Each public hearing must be tailored to meet thecircumstances of the particular project under consideration.

4502. Guidelines and Standards. The.following general guide-lines are to serve as an aid in preparing for and conductingsuch hearings.

a. When a Hearing isADDropriat: When he DES isfiled with EPA CNO’authoizs’ny public hearing to be held.Such hearings are appropriate in the folloing situations:
(i) Where the proposed action by the agency willhave a direct or peculiar environmental impact on the peopleresiding in a particular geographical area, or

(2) Where public organizations or members of thepublic possess expertise concerning the environmental.impact ofthe action that may not otherwise be available.

(3) Where no overriding consideration of nationalsecurity or time makes it illegal or impracticable to involvesuch organizations or members of the public in the ccnsidera-tion of a proposed action in which there is evidence of widepublic interest.

iThe above is .not .intended to -Precldeocei.meetingswith representatives of public or private agencies on suchmatters as schools, traffic, sanitation, util.ities and cityor area land use planning, asdeemed appropriate.
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(4) A request or a haring [y another agency with
jurisdiction over the action has been submihted supported by
reasons why a hearing "ill be helpful.

(5) If a draft environmental statement is to be
considered at a public hearing, the responsible command should
make the statement available to the public at least 15 days in
advance (unless the purpose of the hearing is to provide
information for the draft environmental statement).

.b. "Purpose of Hearings. The purpose of the public
hearing on a proposed project is twofold. First, the hearing
is intended to provide Interested members of the general public
with relevant information. Second, the hearing affords members
of the public an opportunity to .present their viewsof the
proposed action. The two foregoing objectives dictate the
format for conducting public hearings.

c. Notice of Hearlnq. If the proposed action does
dictate that a hearing be held, the public must be advised of
the proposed hearing via the Federal Register, at least fifteen
days prior to the scheduled:hearing. This notice.is in addi-
tion to publication in local newspapers. Information to be
published in the Federal Register should be forwarded to the
Judge Advocate General of the Navy (Code 133) at least fifteen
days prior to the scheduled.publication date. Notification
should, include date, time, phone number of the hearing officer;
the request tha’c speakers submit in writing heir intention to
participate; any limitation on the length of oral statements;
and should suggest that technical statements or statements of
considerable length be submitted in writing. The notice shouid
also set forth a summary of the proposed action, the findings
contained in the DES, and the offices/locations where the DES
is available for examinationl

d. Availability of the Draft Environmental Statement to
the Public. Copies of the DES should be available to the
pub’’ih at the appropriate regional offices of the Navy, if
feasible. Copies of the DES should also be forwarded to the
appropriate state, regional, and metropolitan clearinghouses
(unless the governor of the state involved has designated some
other point for receipt of this information), at the same time
the statement is sent to ’(ASD’(LRA&L), CEQ, EPA ado6-
Federal agencies. The DES must be available to the public at
least fifteen, days prior to public hearings, Local outlets
such as libraries, county commissioners’ offices, etc., should
be used whenever possible.
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e. .Location and Tme of tSe He;,.’in. The hearingshould be held at a timed pla: ad-._, area readilyaccessible to civi" ian organizatzons and individuals interestedin the.- proposed action. It is g rally preferable to hold the.

heari. s in a civilian facility . as a high school auditor-
ium o a weekday evening when thes% groups can reasonably beexpected to attend.

g: ecor4 of the Hearing. A vrbatimrln.Is not required if th , record of then relects the suh- -=2rarze reco’d is ac. u ne hea- curate
1os set forth, al 7.., Including all
unereto. A -’- U =uns ra!se, and ha

verbatim ortaDa _^._=.._ _=... .recoru. -In. addi ",

he issue involved i- :-- =ne nearing should be madelikely. Sta gglY contentious or wh--

should b =--[-ugx rlgures attendin -r
ura’verDaim. All w- -_.hearlng

u ne nearing officer duri n exnlpzts submittedrecord b’ ,9 ne nearzng or prior to theng completed should bexhibits. A^ ...... e appended to t --, urganlza-ions or o.i_ [’ acensing thene a.uresses. Whe= -" cney represent.
MuzcaDle, a record of the hearingmay be included as an annex o the final statsment. Parsm[e.indicated that they desire a co "-" ons

xe a copy when com-let- /. py o the hearing maF -, suD3ect to the user charges
yset forth in 37 Fed. Reg. 23719 (1972).

h. Hearin9 Forma. The followingformat for theconduct of NEP hearin is provided as a general guideline.

f. earin@ Officer. .The authority selecting a hearingofficer should be cognizant of the dual purpose of the hearing
in providing -.formaticn to the public as well as solicitingthe vies of the public. The hearing officer should be ofappropriate eniority, preferably military, and be thoroughlyfamiliar with the proposed action. He should be of suitabletemperament to preside at a public meeting with, possibly, the
news media in attendance. Although there should be buthearing officer, he may be assisted by other personnel who are
also familiar wth the proposed action or some phase of it.These personnel may be utilized in the presentation phase of
the hearing to explain details or specialized portions of the
proposed action, and later, to respond to specific questionsraised at the meeting. If available, a avy public affairsrepresentative should monitor the hearing and assist Navyofficials in dealin with news media covering the event.
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Hearing officers should feel free to improvise.and talor the
format for each hearing as the circumstances dictate, to meet
the objectives of the NEPA hearing. These objectives ate to
provide information to the public and to record the opinions of
interested persons for later evaluation inconjunction with the
proposed action.

(i) Recording of Attendees. The hearing officer
should be apprised of who is attending the hearing. A record
of attendance is of assistance in preparing the record, in
recognizing individuals who desire to make a statement, and in
mailing written answers to persons who desire them.. This-
record can be compiled by having each person attending the
hearing complete an individual card indicating his name,
address, organization he is prepresenting, if any, and whether
he desires to make a statement at the hearing. An appropriate
number 6 attendants may be utilized to distribute and collect
the cards and to separate cards of those who desire to make a
statement from those, who do not. The cards may then be used by
the hearing officer as an orderly system for caling upon
individuals who desire, to make statements. Additionally, those
individuals respondi’ng to the announcement and requesting
opportunity to speak should provide the text for the hearing
proceedings.

(2) Introductory Remarks. The hearing officer
should first introduce himself and any assistants, make a brief
statement as to the purpose of the hearing, and state the
general ground rules for conduct. The explanation of the
purpose of the..hearing will .be simplified if written copies
have previously been distributed to attendees or made available
at the attendance .desk. This would also be an appropriate
point to welcome any dignitaries who are present. The hearing
officer should ensur’e it is understood that he is not to make
any decision as to whether the project is to proceed, be
modified, or abandoned.

(3) Explanation of Proposed Action. The hearing
officer should fully explain what the proposed action entails,
including information on alternativ courses of action. He may
call upon one or more of his assistants to explain any
particular phase of the program.

(4) Questions by Attendees. Following the explana-
tion of the proposed action, the hearing officer should encour-
age questions to clarify points which may not have been
understood. It may be necessary to reply to some of the
questions at a later date in writing. In this case, the
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hearing officer should a,sure that he has the name, address andques!on concerned, so an answer be mailed to the personwho rsed it. The hearing effic.. -hould answer questionswhic seek information about the aion, ;ut should not attemptto respond to attacks c it. In brief, he is to answer "what"questions but not "why" questions. HoQever, all questionsasked should be included in the record of the" hearing.

5) Stateme: t of Attendees. The persons attendingthe hAaring nust be afforded an opportunity to present oraland/oL wrlt,en statements. (The hearing of:icer should assurethat he as the name and address of each person submitting anoral or written statement.) The attendees should be permittedto submit written statements during the hearing andwlthf, aresonable time following the hearing. A reasonable length oftime (5 minutes) should be allotted for oral statements, and ifthis @gtion is contemplated, it should be publcized in thepublic notice of the hearing. Individuals who desire to make awritten or oral statemont, ut did net !ndica.te.so on the car4submitted when they entered:the meeting, should be afforded anopportunity to do so after all other scheduled statements havebeen completed.

i. .Adjcurnment. en it is time to adjourn temeeting, the hearing 6fficer should thank the attendees andadjourn the meeting. It may be that attendance will warrant anaddtiena! day, perhaps at another time and location. If o,the hearing officer should announce the intent but not nor-mally agree to again repeat the entire procedure.of publishingin the Federal Register, etc. At the conclusion of the meet-ing, the hearing officer should not express any opinion on themerits of the proposals or comments presented by anyone at thehearing.

PART 6

CNO REVIEW PANEL

4601. pisusslon

Paragraph 4101d(4) idicates that a responsibility ofthe CNO (Op-45) is to coordiate review of assessments andstatements through establishment of a "Review Panel".
4602. Guidelines ahd Standards

a. Charter fo the Review Pane]
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(i) Mission. Review assess,.4ns and statements
submitted to the Chief of Naval Operations. Recommend to the
Director, Environmental Protection, Occupational Safety and
HealthDivision (0p-45), as the designated representative of
the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Logistics ,’Op-04),
when, in the panel’s opinion, DES’s should be submitted to the
EPA, other Federal agencies, and to the.public for appropriate
comment. Draft statements so identified are in turn forwarded
from CNO to the Office of the Secretary of the Navy for
signature.

(2) Functions.

(a) Keep abreast o applicable environmental
laws and standards, including those likely’to emerge in the
future. Recommend to DCNO (,LoGistics) the impact of such laws,
as applicable, necessitating the documentation of environmental
impact associated with the conduct of naval operations.

(b) By review of assessments and statements
submitted to _the CNO, recommend to the’ DCNO, when applicable
such new, additional or alternative approaches or policy
required to satisfy the intent of NEPA.

b. The Review Panel Membership. The panel membership
may be composed of representatives rom each of the following
offices as applicable to the assessments/statements under
consideration.

(i) Office of the Chief of Naval Operations

(a) Environmental Protection, Occupation!
Safety and Health Division (0p-453) Chairman. (0p-45 wile
provide panel secretariat.)

(b) Plans Division (0p-987)

(c) Shore Facilities Programming Division (Op-44)

(d) Aviation Programs Division (Op-51)

(2) Naval Material Command

(a) Naval Material Command Headquarters

(b) Naval Facilities Engineering Command

(c) Naval Sea Systems Command
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, (d) Naval Air Systems Co,man4

(e) Naval Electror Systems Command
(f) Naval Supply Systems Coaand

(3) Director, Naval Oceanography and Meterology
(4) Office of Naval, Research
.-’). Chief of Naval Personnel

(6) Chief, Bureau of .Medicine and Surgery
(7) RePresentatives of the NavyDepartment subzt-ring environmentai assessments and cognizant OPNAV sponsorsinvited to meet wth the panel on specific matters which mayconce them.

advisors.
(8) Representatives of JAG and CHINFO to serve as

(9) Representative from the Army and Air Force areinvited to meet with the panel when joint service matters arediscussed, or matters are beinc addressed where they havespecial expertise, i.e., dredging, aircraft design, etc.
(!0) The chairman will request specific scientificand engineering disciplines for representation froa the member-ship specified.

(ll) Participation by panel membership will.depend onsubject matter discussed and/or expertise required, as deter-mined by the panel chairman.
4603. Rsponsibilities

a. The Review Pane:

(i) The panel shall perform the mission and func-timns as described in paragraph 4602.

(2) Advise and assist the Director, EnvironmentalProtection, Occupational Salety and Health Division (0p-45), asthe designated representativ for the Deputy Chief of NavalOperations (Logistics) (Op-04 on environmental assessmentmatters, as required by this chapter.
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b. Off ices and Commands Off ices c.mands listedin paragraphs 4602b(i) threugh b(7). shall designate aprincipal and alternate member to the Review Panel and keep CNO(Op-45) advised of any change of their permanently designatedrepresentatives, along with titles and addresses. Offices andcommands not presently holding membership will be specificallyrequested to designate representatives by the panel chairman.
c. Cognizant Office or Command. The cognizant officeor. command having responsibility for he proposed action ordevelopment of the statement or assessment, shall, if requestedby the. chalrman of the panel, provide representation to thepanel meting to provide clarification or other informationrelative to the panel’s deliberations.
d. CNO (0p-45) shall:

(1) Upon approval of each panel recommendation tofile with EPA, inform the major claimant or principal commandof the circumstances necessitating the development of a draf’tES and cordznate the timely completion of the statement.
(2) Review the completed DES for compliance andsubmi t the completed draft statement for signature.

(3) Maintain a record of panel and ad hoc pa,elmeetings and accomplishments for future use by the panel andfor review by higher authority, as appropriate.

e. The chairman shall:

(I) Establish the requirements for each meetfng,announcing date, time, and place.

(2) Record proceedings of meetings, recommendations,and specific reoorts, submitting same to the Director, Environ-mental ProtectiOn, Occupational Safety and Health Division(Op-45), and to Participating major commands, as appropriate.




